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INTRODUCTION

Why Customer Experience is more important than ever

Throughout the pandemic, people inevitably needed to
engage with organisations far more than normally. And
that was a challenge – both for the millions of customers
needing to make contact and for the many contact
centre teams who worked hard to keep pace with
exceptional levels of demand.
From a customer experience perspective, the results
were mixed. Many organisations stepped up – recognising
the vital role being played by contact centres and digital
engagement channels during the initial lockdown and
rapid transition to home working. However, others found
it difficult to keep pace, perhaps not appreciating the
levels of transformation and acceleration needed to
simply keep up with customer demands.
A defining characteristic for those organisations getting
it right is that they increasingly value customer service
and see it as a differentiator. For these organisations,
every interaction is an opportunity to deliver incremental
value to customers – and also to re-inforce their brand
message.
They also recognise that this isn’t easy, particularly when
they’re dealing with potentially millions of interactions a
year in what is now a digital first world.
Delivering a high-quality customer experience at scale
that’s consistent across both digital and physical
engagement channels is always going to be challenging –
especially if you’re still relying on inflexible infrastructures.
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At Sabio we believe that customer
experience should be brilliant. Every time
someone engages with your business
they are going on a journey, and we
work closely with organisations to make
sure that journey is great every time.
That’s why transforming traditional customer engagement
is increasingly top of the agenda for organisations of all
sizes, with more and more brands acknowledging the
need to optimise the experience offered and increase
customer intimacy.
In this eBook we set out why CX is so important and
highlight how building the right customer experience
strategy and applying an optimum mix of innovative
technologies is essential to securing CX success.

2020 more than any
other year, placed
a critical spotlight
on the customer
service function.

WHAT IS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE?
Customer experience is vital to the success of businesses of all sizes.
But what exactly is it that combines to create the customer experience?
And how does it impact your business?
Put simply, customer experience – often shortened to
‘CX’ – is the sum of how customers perceive your brand
after one or many interactions. Of course, outcomes
are important - but CX is about more than that. A
great experience should help to create an emotional
connection with your customers – not just when things
go well but also potentially when an interaction doesn’t
have a positive outcome. In the end, how a customer is
treated and how they feel about the experience can be
as important as the initial interaction result.

Multiple CX components combine
to contribute to an overall customer
experience. If just one goes wrong - or
falls short of customer expectations
- it can quickly undo any positive interactions that came
before. For example, it’s easy to forget how quick and
easy it was to buy that book online if the wrong one is
delivered, or if a product is damaged and needs to be
returned. Key CX elements include:
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WEBSITE

SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

Should be easy to navigate and work well
on mobile devices. Also is it up-to-date
with all the latest stock details, opening
times and contact details?

Are they up-to-date, in line with brand
values and tone of voice – and also
monitored frequently? Things move fast
online, so it’s important that customer
queries are answered in a timely way.

STOCK CONTROL
Do you have products in stock or is there
likely to be a delay.

CONTACT CENTRE
Long wait times can be frustrating, but
when customers do get through to an
agent they expect them to be polite,
friendly, easy-to-hear and informed.

DELIVERIES
Once customers have made a purchase,
they want products to be delivered
safely and on time. Do you have your
own delivery/installation teams? Are they
trained to answer customer queries and
resolve issues?

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING
CHATBOTS AND LIVE CHAT
The best chatbots and virtual assistants
answer customer queries well and can
cut enquiries into a contact centre by
30%. But poorly-designed bots can
have the opposite effect, confusing
customers and either driving them to
voice, give up or shop elsewhere.

This always needs to be on brand and
promise only what can be delivered.

IMPROVING THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
For any business to improve the overall customer
experience, it’s important to focus on the things
that matter most. You need to ask your customers
what they think, and what they actually want. Many
organisations believe they already know, but - as we
saw in 2020 – things can change remarkably quickly.
For many businesses to survive and meet customer
demand, they had to adapt their business model,
working practices and CX almost overnight.

A great customer experience
should create an emotional
connection with your audience.
You’ll never achieve this if you
don’t take the time to understand
what matters most to them.

WHY CX IS CORE TO BUSINESS
SUCCESS
CX is at the forefront of your brand identity. Customers remember
their experiences, good and bad, and carry them forward.
Poor experiences typically encourage
detractors who speak negatively to
others. Conversely, positive experiences
help customers to become advocates
who not only feel positive but will
also be more likely to recommend.
Word of mouth is powerful. Damage the reputation of
your company via poor CX and you’ll harm your bottom
line. Salesforce research backs this up, with 55% of
respondents reporting that they have taken their
business to a competitor due to unsatisfactory customer
service. At the same time, 67% would pay more for a
better customer experience. Deliver great CX and you’ll
encourage your customer loyalty.
For any business, CX can prove a key differentiator –
often as important as the product or service offered
itself. However, it can’t remain static and needs to
evolve as organisations adapt their operational business
models, product offers and working practices. That was
particularly the case when organisations were managing
CX strategies through the pandemic – understanding
new demand levels, maximising their capacity to respond
and managing contact volumes.
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Those organisations already tuned in to a more fluid CX
approach were able to respond more flexibly in 2020.
For example, driving digital adoption and running RPA on
back-office processes would have enabled a significantly
lower cost to serve through a more challenging business
phase.

As well as retaining customers, you will also benefit
financially from a new generation of digital processes,
automation and business insights that will combine
to take customer experience to places that it simply
couldn’t achieve before.

Similarly, those teams that invested in ongoing CX
optimisation, fine-tuning their customer journeys and
making engagement as frictionless as possible for people
benefited through increased CSAT and NPS scores and
increased loyalty.

Word of mouth is
powerful. Damage
the reputation
of your company
via poor CX and
you’ll harm your
bottom line.

Developing a customer experience (CX) strategy for
your business has never been more important. Whether
you have a large contact centre or teams in various
locations, businesses will find it harder to grow without
one in place. And it’s a process that should be continuous
– removing complexity, making things simpler for
customers and flexibly responding to change.

The good news is that the benefits of
prioritising CX outweigh the initial cost
of establishing effective solutions.

55%
67%
TAKEN
WOULD
BUSINESS
PAY
TOMORE
A COMPETITOR
FOR A BETTER
DUE
TOCUSTOMER
UNSATISFACTORY
EXPERIENCE.
CUSTOMER SERVICE.
55% TAKEN BUSINESS
TO A COMPETITOR DUE
TO UNSATISFACTORY
CUSTOMER SERVICE.

CX IN ACTION - STAYING
CONNECTED AT BGL
BGL Group, one of the largest personal insurance groups in the UK, has had to
adapt like many other organisations to today’s changing working environment.
The adjustment was a great challenge, but also a real opportunity.

Dataset of customer
intents allowed calls to
be redirected to the
right place to better
serve customers
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This inevitably brought new levels of uncertainty
surrounding consumer expectations, so for BGL the focus
had to be on agility, prioritisation, quality decision making,
clarity of objective, and having a certainty of purpose.

BGL is also leveraging new technology and digital
approaches to help provide an exceptional
customer experience.

BGL has been working hard on its digital transformation
programme over the last couple of years and has been
recognised across a range of forums for the work it does
around online CX.

The company moved to cloud-based
telephony in just eight days, ensuring the
team was available to answer calls and
questions at the start of the pandemic.

Customer priorities for digital are fed through from frontline colleagues in the contact centre, and the digital team
works closely with the contact centre to understand
what self-serve functionalities and capabilities are a
priority.

Looking forward, the technology team is also using
this platform to design conversational-type customer
experiences, either through the voice channel or online,
to create a hybrid system that brings together the best
of both.

Deploying a Virtual Assistant has been a big win for
BGL, as well as live chat where using the experience of
contact centre employees has helped to shape how
interactions can be escalated effectively to offer a true
cross-channel experience.

The transition towards remote working for contact centres
has also opened up contact centre roles to whole new
talent pools. Remote working offers greater flexibility,
meaning that contact centres are no longer limited to
local recruits, but with the CX focus of course remaining
centred on the human element.

Our focus is on providing
customers with the ability
to self serve when it’s
the best option for them
and for our business. This
allows our contact centre
team to spend more time
on conversations that
require a human touch.
Barry Webb, BGL Group

WHAT MAKES A
GREAT CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE?
There are three key elements that combine to define
brilliant CX: Emotional response, Ease and Efficiency.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
SHOULD ELICIT AN
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE EFFICIENT AT
SOLVING PROBLEMS

Emotions are at the heart of any successful CX approach,
acknowledging how the customer feels, validating
feelings and partnering to reach a resolution. Responses
also need to adapt – helping a customer book a holiday,
for example, needs to be treated differently to assisting
someone in resolving a difficult insurance claim.

Resolution is critical. Effective CX needs to leave the
customer feeling satisfied that their issue is resolved.
People shouldn’t need to call back or go online again
because the initial solution was poor or only effective
in the short-term. Services have to be set-up to resolve
customer queries, and customers always need to be
asked whether their issue has been solved. If not, it’s
important to offer an alternative means of support at that
same stage.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
SHOULD BE EASY
Great CX should be low-effort for the customer, with
easy experiences making it simple for customers to seek
help, make contact and resolve issues. They want things
to be fast and convenient regardless of the channel
they’re using. People will also compare your service with
the experiences offered by other service providers that
they use - so there’s never any room for complacency.
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Delivering this kind of customer experience consistently - and at
scale - is always going to be challenging. Here are five tips that
can help kickstart your customer experience transformation:
1 STOP WORKING
IN SILOS

2 DON’T LET YOUR
DATA GATHER DUST

It’s easy to understand why silos develop
across a business, but every department –
from marketing and product development
to customer services and front-of-house
staff – should have access to the customer
intelligence gathered from customer
engagement. Until this happens, the business
is missing out on critical information – making
it much harder to deliver a truly joined-up
customer experience.

Don’t let your data gather dust – Whether
it’s Voice of the Customer, Voice of the
Employee, sales figures, web analytics, virtual
assistant interactions or social media queries,
businesses will never run out of valuable CX
insight. However, you’ve got to understand
this data and put it to work quickly if you’re
going to build a great customer experience.

4 SUPPORT YOUR
STAFF WITH THE
RIGHT TECHNOLOGY
AND INFORMATION

5 TURN NEGATIVES
INTO POSITIVES

With most contact centre staff working
from home at some stage, it’s important that
they feel supported and empowered to do
their best – regardless of where they are
working from. While customers may have
been more forgiving in the early stages of
the 2020 pandemic, that’s no longer going to
be the case. Every contact centre needs to
have access to the right information to give
customers a consistent, positive experience.
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Every error, issue or mistake is an opportunity
to turn a customer into a brand advocate.
If you can resolve the problem and leave
that customer feeling pleasantly surprised
or even delighted, then they will tell their
friends and are likely to remain loyal to your
brand. Sometimes it takes a bad customer
experience to make a great customer
experience.

3 TALK TO EVERYONE
AND STAY CLOSE
TO THE ACTION
Managers often think they know what
great customer experience means for their
business, but too many are just guessing
or are simply out-of-touch. That’s why you
need to stay close to customers – sit in
the contact centre, listen to conversations,
maybe even answer a few customer calls
yourself. First-hand experience, listening to
contact centre staff and surveying customers
are all powerful ways of establishing what
constitutes great CX at your business.

BUILDING AN EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE AT HOMESERVE
HomeServe is one of the UK’s leading home assistance providers. Almost two
million UK customers – and nearly eight million worldwide – place their trust in
HomeServe when it comes to fixing, maintaining and looking after their home.
Delivering exceptional customer services drives
everything that HomeServe does, from the products
and service it offers to the operation of its processes
and policies. The company focuses on creating an
environment that empowers employees who want
to serve and help their customers. The combination
of excellent employees and innovative technologies
means that HomeServe can take on new opportunities
and challenges, work faster and more efficiently, while
continuing to provide the excellent customer experience
they are known for.
According to HomeServe: the investment we make in
developing a customer first culture and empowering
our staff to do the right thing for our members pays
dividends. The customer is at the heart of the business,
and HomeServe invests heavily in customer research to
ensure their services offer real homeowner concerns.
Two key initiatives make a real difference here:
HomeServe Now, the company’s app-based technology,
and the company’s Effortless 2020 strategy that focuses
on making things easier for the customer.
HomeServe Now can swiftly identify a customer’s need
and connect them directly with an available engineer near
their home. This initiative has the potential to transform
customer service and reduce cost to serve. By combining
the App with a subscription-based consumer offer, there is
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also an opportunity to engage homeowners that typically
would not consider the core Membership product but
who frequently buy other products and services on mobile
devices and via a subscription.

HomeServe’s Effortless 2020 strategy is all
about making it easier for the customer.
Part of this strategy involves an initiative called
Customer First, which is a program where anyone in
the company can submit an idea, offer feedback
and seek additional support to help vulnerable
customers. Those suggestions then go to
a daily panel of people from across
HomeServe who decide whether
they will act on that idea or not.
This program has had a huge and
positive response, with HomeServe
able to make significant changes
for their customers because of
their
employees’ input.

The investment we
make in developing a
customer first culture
and empowering our
staff to do the right
thing for our members
pays dividends.

BUILDING THE RIGHT
CX STRATEGY
A customer experience strategy is vital to help
businesses navigate both the good times and the
bad. It’s your plan of action to help you focus on
your priorities and deal with issues when they arise.

Before you build your CX strategy you need to ask
yourself some questions – particularly around those
crunch points or issues that present opportunities
for your organisation to deliver a better customer
experience. Key questions here would include:

WHAT IS THIS ISSUE A SYMPTOM OF?
WHAT IS THE PROBLEM THAT NEEDS
TO BE SOLVED?
WHAT ARE THE CX END GOALS THAT
YOU’RE LOOKING TO ACHIEVE?
WHAT ARE YOUR CX PRIORITIES?
WHAT DO YOU NEED TO STOP, START
OR CONTINUE IN ORDER TO REACH
YOUR GOALS?
Think about your business today. Where are you right now in
terms of your CX? Perhaps you are looking for ways to
improve your customer experience and your NPS and CSAT
scores. Maybe you need to look at making cost savings.
Alternatively, you might be seeking ways to find a better
balance between the two. Whatever you’re trying to
achieve, your customer experience strategy should focus on
ways to help you meet your objectives
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If you’re frustrated with your current technology and
believe it’s time for a change, don’t immediately jump
ahead to seek out the next piece of technology that
looks like it might help. Instead think about the outcomes
you want, then focus in on the technology, data insight
and digital solutions that will enable you to achieve those
outcomes.
Think about the context. What changes have you seen
in your customers’ behaviour or among your competitors
recently? For example, the pandemic triggered a rapid
shake-up of the traditional channel mix. Customers of
all ages turned to online solutions such as web chat and
social media during lockdown. If you’ve seen something
similar, your strategy should include plans to strengthen
your capabilities in these areas and increase ways for
customers to resolve issues through automation.
As well as thinking about ideal solutions, consider how
your strategy can help when things don’t go to plan.
What does the business do when things fail? What will
you change if plans go wrong? Many businesses are
aiming for full automation as the low-cost, convenient CX
solution. But what if you can’t automate everything first
time? How will you ensure that empathy and warmth are
still part of your customer experience in an automated
future?
Remember, your customer experience strategy is all
about making your customers happy. So, it’s important
to check-in with them and find out what they want and
need before you work on your strategy. There are various
ways of doing this, including primary research, customer
surveys, your NPS scores as well as customer sentiment
from speech and text analytics. Also don’t forget to
work closely with your contact centre agents as they
are a rich source of insight into any barriers, issues and
where you’re winning when it comes technology, working
practices and supporting customers.

UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF A
CUSTOMISABLE CONTACT CENTRE
A customer experience strategy is vital to help businesses navigate both the good
times and the bad. It’s your plan of action to help you focus on your priorities and
deal with issues when they arise.

Covid-19 has changed
peoples’ need for
communication.
Suddenly, customers
need a lot more
reassurance, consumer
comfort and interaction.

loveholidays is the fastest growing online travel agent and
sees itself as a technology company that is in the travel
industry. With a booking platform that helps customers
find holidays that are specifically tailored to their wants
and needs, loveholidays has introduced a configurable
contact centre that works effortlessly to create a more
personalised service for customers.
When the Covid-19 pandemic hit, loveholidays had to
quickly reinvent its operations. The initial lockdown had
a huge impact on contact volumes, with the customer
contact team having to carry out the equivalent of 12
years of refunds, alterations and amendments within just
four months.
According to loveholidays’ Director of CX Engineering and
Business IT Eugene Neale, “Covid-19 has changed peoples’
need for communication. Suddenly, customers need a lot
more reassurance, consumer comfort and interaction. I
don’t think this will go away. We have found that having
more proactive and increased communication has enabled
a better customer journey and experience. It’s allowing us
to put the heart back into online engagement.”
By adopting an agile approach, loveholidays’ configurable
contact centre platform is much more reactive – generating
hundreds of events for agents that enable the team to be
personal and effortless when dealing with customers.
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A customer experience centre
at the heart of the business
Recognising that the travel industry will keep on changing,
loveholidays has assembled a team of telco engineers,
software engineers and contact centre specialists who
work together on refining the company’s CX proposition.
According to Eugene: “we’re able to work on rapid
prototypes in an agile manner, meaning we can try out our
ideas in hours and quickly find the ones that work.”
loveholidays is already working on a mobile application
that ties directly into the contact centre. And by
integrating with the configurable contact centre platform,
loveholidays can reinvent, redefine, reshape and realign
everything very quickly and easily. Whatever happens,
loveholidays knows it can build solutions that make the
customer experience as good as it can be – with every
interaction powered by the same processes that drive the
contact centre. This effectively creates a true CX engine
that can drive business decisions and respond effectively.

We’re able to work
on rapid prototypes
in an agile manner,
meaning we can try
out our ideas in hours
and quickly find the
ones that work.

SABIO CX INSIGHTS
5 key drivers for CX acceleration
Sabio focuses on helping clients to create and deliver brilliant customer
experiences across their digital and contact centre channels. Key to this is helping
organisations access the benefits available from technology. Five transformative,
cutting edge technologies that will help secure competitive differentiation are:
1

DIGITAL FIRST

1 DIGITAL FIRST

2

ACCELERATED
CLOUD ADOPTION

Most brands recognise that the majority of interactions
now start with some form of digital customer engagement,
so there needs to be real consistency across all channels.

From a CX perspective, it’s essential that brands are also
smart about how they integrate new digital technology
into their broader customer engagement strategy.

3

DATA POWERING
DIFFERENTIATION

This accelerated in 2020. According to business consultancy
firm McKinsey, digital adoption in Europe has risen from
81% to 95% since the start of the pandemic, while the
ONS reported that the UK retail sector saw five years of
Ecommerce growth in just three months.

The human touch is so important,
but it’s also smart to recognise
that it’s not essential for every
step of a customer journey.

4

AI AND AUTOMATION

5

CHANGING ROLES
FOR ADVISORS

At Sabio we’re also seeing how digital-native service
providers are redefining CX, with customers quite rightly
expecting the organisations they engage with to provide
the same kind of joined-up service experiences that are
offered by best practice providers.

At Sabio we can help you find the right balance of
Artificial Intelligence and Human Intelligence for your
business.

Nothing frustrates customers more than
interactions breaking down between
digital channels and the contact centre.
That’s why it’s critical to ensure deep integration between
the contact centre and digital experiences to ensure
seamless engagement.
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For example, customers are increasingly comfortable being
directed through the initial part of their journey using a
virtual assistant – particularly if it saves time. Sabio can
support you in deploying virtual assistants that make the
customer experience easier, or enable voice automation
solutions for applications such as online payments or
conversational automation.

Digital adoption in
Europe has risen from
81% to 95% since the
start of the pandemic

2 ACCELERATED CLOUD ADOPTION
Cloud computing enabled the creation of disruptive CX
technologies - rapid innovations that make enterprise
technology available for all.

Already some 62.5%
of organisations
either already use
or have accelerated
adoption of cloud
technologies during
the Covid-19 pandemic
and at Sabio we’re expecting public cloud penetration
to more than double over the next five years.
Cloud technology itself isn’t new, but more and more
customer service teams recognise the clear benefits of
transitioning operations to the cloud. These include:

HIGHER LEVELS OF SECURITY THAN ON-PREMISE
SOLUTIONS
Ensuring improved data protection

LOWER COSTS
Cloud solutions are relatively inexpensive
to implement and remove the cost of physical onpremise servers

IMPROVED CX AND EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
When all of your data sits on a single cloud platform,
customers can expect a frictionless experience,
particularly as agents will have access to more information
to contextualise each interaction

GREATER AGILITY
Cloud systems enable all departments – including those
located remotely to communicate effectively, improving
collaboration across the whole business

BROADER INTEGRATION
Cloud CX platforms integrate directly with a range of
chat, voice and messaging solutions
At Sabio we’re also seeing the emergence of next
generation CX platforms that are far more open than
previous solutions. Expect the contact centre and
CRM spaces to evolve rapidly through the adoption
of emerging technologies such as Google’s Contact
Center AI and Twilio Flex. Here configurable cloud
capabilities can be applied in an agile way to optimise
human-assisted CX, and are already playing a key role in
helping Sabio customers to transform CX.
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3 DATA POWERS DIFFERENTIATION
One of the biggest CX challenges is not being able to
combine multiple pockets of data on customers and
customer behaviours from across the organisation.

That’s where Sabio can help, drawing on your customer
feedback to help build a great customer experience.
Specific insight outcomes available include:

The goal here is to build a complete
end-to-end view of the customer and
the customer journey - as they transition
from digital experiences through to
contact centres and engage with AI.

MAPPING YOUR TOP CUSTOMER
JOURNEYS FOR ANALYSIS

Customer service operations clearly need to
work harder at harnessing customer data to help
personalise and differentiate services, and that’s one
of the key reasons why enterprises are investing
heavily in big data initiatives alongside AI and
automation.
The reality, however, is that accessing all this data
shouldn’t be difficult. The technology is already in place
to collect multiple data sets – Voice of the Customer,
Voice of the Employee, sales figures, web analytics,
virtual assistant interactions and social media queries –
the list goes on. Most CX teams are keen to collect this
data, but not everyone knows what to do with it!

HELP BUILD TAILORED CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE STRATEGIES FOR YOUR
BUSINESS CREATE IN-DEPTH
PERSONAS BASED ON DATA EVIDENCE
FINE TUNE STRATEGIES BY SETTING
PRIORITIES AND EXPECTATIONS
EACH QUARTER
Clearly CX operations can generate a wealth of
customer data, highlighting outliers, friction points or
even identifying new product or service opportunities.
Get this right and this kind of structured insight can
become a key differentiator.

4 AI AND AUTOMATION ADOPTION
Sabio’s recent ‘CX Realities 2020’ white paper found that
the pandemic has been a key factor in accelerating
many organisations’ transition to AI and Automation.
Indeed, according to KPMG research, the number of CX
businesses using automation has risen by 15% to 55%
during this period.
With AI and automation CX teams can work to ensure
that repetitive and predictable tasks are dealt with by
technology.

And with AI computational power now
doubling every 3.4 months, the application
of AI and automation within the CX
sector is set to accelerate exponentially.
We’re now at the stage where it’s reasonable to expect
that every customer interaction will be fronted by AI in
some shape or form, whether that’s on a website, via a
chatbot, on a speech recognition system in a contact
centre or while waiting for a call to be picked up by an
agent. Effectively this simplifies customer journeys by
helping people to get to the answers they’re looking for
more quickly.
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The number of CX
businesses using
automation has
risen by 15% to 55%
during this period.
This year has already seen AI-enabled capabilities
becoming part of the CX portfolio, with chatbot services
booming and AI-powered customer service platforms
scaling to handle huge increases in online demand.
Sabio is well-placed to support this AI revolution,
developing solutions that have the potential to transform
customer experience – particularly where there’s a
requirement to deliver deployments that successfully
combine AI, automation, cloud migration and customer
data analytics.

5 CHANGING ROLE FOR ADVISORS
With AI and automation handling more repetitive CX
functions, there will be an inevitable requirement to
refocus advisors on more complex customer issues.
Research firm Forrester believes that customer service
contact centres will evolve into more high-touch
centres, relying on super-agent roles to handle more
critical interactions.
The contact centre – whether physical or remote –
will continue to be the hub for those interactions,
effectively becoming an even more strategic
corporate asset as the value of interactions handled
within the centre increases.

Forrester believes
that customer service
contact centres will
evolve into more
high-touch centres,
relying on super-agent
roles to handle more
critical interactions.

The remaining complex customer issues and/or upsell
opportunities will need to be dealt with by highlyskilled advisory agents supported by assistive, unified
desktops supported by the latest generation of
customer data platforms that can combine customer
touch points across all channels.
This kind of real-time digital support for agents will
continue to evolve, with both digital and assisted
channels blending to support both customers and
advisors. Customers, for example, could benefit from an
accompanying digital experience while exchanging data
and content, while the advisor would have access to all
of a customer’s interaction history and recommended
next step actions.
Automation will also help agents by automating
wrap-up tasks, leaving them free to focus entirely on
customer engagement. And by introducing AI at the
front of every action, it also opens up the opportunity
for advisors to develop much deeper expertise around
specific products, processes or functions. Expect
there also to be new mid-tier advisor roles who will
concentrate on content authoring and bot training to
optimise AI performance.

SABIO - YOUR CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE PARTNER
Sabio is a full-service provider delivering CX technology,
services and insights that help organisations provide
brilliant customer experiences that stay brilliant.
We believe that every time someone
engages with your business they
are going on a journey, and we work
with organisations to make sure
that journey is great every time.

With over 20 years’ experience in helping clients to
optimise their contact centre and CX performance,
Sabio specialises in cloud migration and AI/Automation,
helping clients to access the benefits available from
these and other cutting-edge technologies.
We combine our people and processes with best-ofbreed technology and our own in-house products to
provide compelling industry and segment focused
CX solutions.
Our global clients are a mix of high-growth digital natives
and large established enterprises seeking to transform
their customer interaction and operations through digital
processes, automation and business insights. Sabio
partners with its customers to deliver sustainable,
long-term value.
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